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ONCE
again, the baby boomers are the center of another
debate about a crisis in the making. First it was

Social Security. Depending on whom you ask, some will say we need
to reform Social Security while others say it works just fine. What other
crisis are we talking about? Many mainframe IT workers are rapidly
approaching retirement age. Many companies and government agen-
cies are worried that there will not be enough mainframe workers to
replace those who retire.

Is there really a crisis? It depends on whom you ask. Some are about
to pull the plug while others are keeping their mainframes around for
some time to come. Some are well on their way to using new tech-
nologies. This article will cover both sides of the debate and provide
resources to help you either keep your mainframes running and staffed
or to help you review options for migrating over to new technologies.

The IBM System/360 turned 40 in 2004—on April 07, 2004 to be
exact. Yours truly also turned 40 last year—on June 07, 2004 to be
exact. It is a real privilege to be writing about a technology that is now
in its fourth decade. Who knows, mainframes might still be around 40
years from now.

Many will tell you there is an upcoming retirement crisis just beyond
the horizon. This past fall, U.S. News and World Report covered this
topic in an article called “Brain Drain” (11/22/04 edition). Many work-
ers in the federal government are rapidly approaching retirement age. In
fact, half of the federal workforce will be able to retire five years from

now. As the article states, “Among the government’s 62,000 computer
operations specialists, nearly 80% are over 40.” Many of these special-
ists are knowledgeable of older mainframe systems still being used by
the government. Overall, the federal government is now in a crunch to
replace its many retiring workers and not just for IT. Other occupations
at risk include scientists, engineers, and intelligence professionals.

The statistics supporting the notion of a mainframe skills crisis are
quite undeniable. An article in the 07/15/02 issue of Network World
cites a study from Eastern Kentucky University. This study estimates
that “90,000 COBOL programmers maintain legacy systems today.”
An even more interesting fact from this article is from a META Group
study stating that “60% of hosted applications will continue to reside
on mainframes through the next decade and require support from
legacy staff.” This comes at a time when a significant number of main-
frame professionals are rapidly approaching retirement age. In short,
many organizations are faced with some tough questions—train more
IT workers on mainframe technology to cover the skills shortfall?
Migrate legacy systems over to newer technologies and platforms
before the retirement wave hits?

TO MIGRATE OR NOT TO MIGRATE?

The decision of whether or not to switch from mainframe technology
to newer technology looms ahead for IT organizations. NaSPA



President Scott Sherer shared his thoughts on this important issue, and
gave advice to those facing this important decision.
Technical Support Magazine: In response to the retirement of many
mainframe professionals, organizations will have to decide whether to
keep their mainframes or migrate over to newer platforms. This deci-
sion will truly need to be made on a case by case basis. At some places,
it actually might be more appropriate to keep maintaining and staffing
their mainframe assets.

Could you offer the reader a general checklist to help them see which
way might be better for them to pursue?
Scott Sherer: An analysis of conversion costs versus retraining costs is
conceptually straight forward and relatively simple. However, the oper-
ative word is “relatively.” As the saying goes, the devil is in the details
and this truism applies here perfectly. The following formula is simple
enough to understand until the first time you open the general ledger.
Here it is over a two year period:

(two years times annual mainframe operating costs) plus (conversion
costs to switch platforms) plus (two years times annual new-platform
operating costs) = (two years times annual mainframe operating costs)
plus (two years times annual retraining costs for new mainframe per-
sonnel) less (two years times annual salary savings from hiring
younger, less experienced mainframe personnel).

This is a common break even analysis and if you compute the hun-
dreds of numbers that are required for input on this you would conclude
that at some point in the future you’d reach a break even point…or not!
The devil is indeed hiding in your general ledger and only a significant
amount of work is going to get you the answer. My advice? Take your
time and do a detailed, thoughtful job. The end result could affect
countless human beings (your co-workers).
TSM: For those choosing to keep their mainframes, could you offer
them guidance on ways to do this that are cost-effective?
SS: Keeping your mainframe has a lot to do with company size, appli-
cation sources, and financial commitments. If you’re financially com-
mitted to your mainframe, that is: long hardware/software loans/leases
then look to productivity and innovation to contain costs. Run your web
applications from your mainframe and make them database enabled.
Use an intranet to help company employees be more productive. Use
the brute force available in the mainframe to do processes that could
never be done cost-effectively on another platform. Be bold, experi-
ment, be innovative. Do things that cheap, little box could never do!
TSM: For those choosing to migrate over to new technologies, could
you offer them guidance on ways to do this that are cost-effective?
SS: My advice? Research and analyze for a much longer period that
you might normally do. Get financial people involved to double check
your numbers. When the date of commitment comes, jump in with both
feet. Work your people hard and long but for a short time. It’s very
expensive and error prone to run two systems at once. Commit to get-
ting off the old system fast. Get the most out of your people before they
get too tired.
TSM: Is there any other guidance you would like to offer the reader in
dealing with this upcoming challenge?
SS: Drink heavily. Just kidding, but be decisive and be committed
to success.

MAINFRAME TRAINING OPTIONS

To discuss the skills crisis in more detail, we spoke with Jill
Eckhaus, president of the Association for Computer Operations

Managers (AFCOM). Jill has been following the mainframe world for
quite some time and has some very interesting insights about this topic.
Technical Support Magazine: Whether or not there is a mainframe
skills crisis depends on whom you ask. It also seems to depend on
where you ask as well. It seems that in some parts of the U.S., some
mainframe professionals have been displaced by the outsourcing of IT
jobs to places such as India and Ireland. Some areas of the U.S. have a
surplus of mainframe professionals.

For those willing to relocate, do you see opportunities (long and
short term) for mainframe professionals in the upcoming skills crisis?
If so, how could some of these displaced mainframers find these oppor-
tunities?
Jill Eckhaus: At this point, most of the overseas opportunities are for
people who write COBOL or other code, and it does not seem that the
entire data center function will be shipped overseas, as there are many
constraints in doing so.

The skills crisis is not due to outsourcing to other countries. The cri-
sis is really about the fact that the managers that are running today's
data centers are at an age where they will be retiring within the next five
to ten years, and for the first time ever, there seems to be nobody to
replace these individuals. Data center managers have specific skills in
enterprise systems that are simply not taught at a college level, and
therefore the industry could potentially have a major skills shortage
that will cost a lot of money to overcome.
TSM: It seems that some organizations will be short-handed in a few
years at their mainframe IT shops. For those that have not started yet,
what immediate measures could companies start taking to train their
staff on mainframe technologies?
JE: AFCOM has partnered with Marist College's Institute for Data
Center Professionals (IDCP) to help overcome this exact problem.
IDCP is the very first certification program for data center experts, and
their first set of online courses started last year. Organizations need to
understand the problem that is ahead of them, and start putting
younger IT professionals through the IDCP training program or a sim-
ilar program that can give them the skills they need to run a corporate
data center.
TSM: Companies in some parts of the world have contacted local uni-
versities and training institutes for addressing the mainframe knowledge
short fall. For those who are interested, how could a company initiate a
mainframe training program at their local university or college?
JE: The certification program that Marist College has put together is
meant to be offered at several universities. All courses are given online,
which gives students from all over the world an opportunity to be
trained in mainframe technology.
TSM: Another factor that worries some is the years of business knowl-
edge stored deep inside the source code of many older/legacy systems.
Many Subject Matter experts that support the source code are also on
the brink of retiring. What measures could companies take to capture
some of this business knowledge before this retirement exodus starts
taking place?
JE: I believe the answer to this question is twofold. First of all, the ven-
dors who build new technologies need to keep current with the codes in
the legacy systems. Where ten years ago experts were predicting the
"death of the mainframe," we are well aware that mainframe computing
is here to stay, yet the technology may change, and the vendor commu-
nity has an obligation to stay current and help their customers with this
code issue. The other answer to this question is outsourcing. You can
write code from virtually anywhere, and there are many professionals
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overseas that write COBOL for a living. This is a quick resolution to this
particular issue.
TSM: What other measures could companies take to mitigate this
upcoming problem?
JE: Being prepared is the number one way to avoid this problem.
Organizations need to develop a training plan that involves the CIO, the
data center manager, and other IT professionals. Reaching out to organ-
izations such as AFCOM is also helpful, as professional associations
are an easy resource and provide access to other organizations facing
the same problems. Younger IT professionals tend to be more excited
about web applications and consider mainframe technology an archaic
form of computing. It is up to us to educate these individuals and let
them know that enterprise systems computing is not only exciting, but
it provides a stable career with opportunities to make a high salary.

MAINFRAME MIGRATION OPTIONS

Some say there is no crisis because it is getting easier to migrate
applications over from mainframe to non-mainframe technologies.
What was once cost-prohibitive can be done at some places at very low
cost. It seems that with every IT crisis, a company/vendor comes along
to address it. One example of this is a firm called BMC Software Inc.
An article in the April 17, 2003 edition of ComputerWorld addresses
this company’s breakthrough in more detail. BMC Software has pro-
duced an innovative product called System Advisor for z/OS. The
System Advisor is “the first in a planned line of Java-based tools that
will let IT staffers who lack mainframe skills manage mainframe com-
puting resources.” This is part of an effort to enable more IT workers to
handle day to day mainframe tasks even if they have limited experi-
ence. System Advisor is designed to be used through a Graphical User
Interface in a point and click manner rather than the traditional green
screen method.

As time goes on, migrating costs are decreasing. For some com-
panies, this may now be a viable way to deal with the mainframe
skills crisis. The cost of keeping and maintaining legacy systems is
rapidly increasing at some places. Some of the biggest culprits
include skyrocketing licensing costs and the labor rates for scarce
mainframe professionals. Maintaining the status quo is no longer an
option for some companies.

Some places have experienced significant cost savings by doing a
mainframe migration. For example, Ancor (an information manage-
ment company) was recently profiled in the 01/12/2005 issue of
Business Wire. Ancor has successfully done a mainframe migration
by using a tool produced by Fujitsu Software. This tool is called
NetCOBOL for Windows. What Ancor was able to do is astonishing.
Ancor was able “to move more than 1500 COBOL programs and
1700 batch jobs from the mainframe to Windows servers.” Ancor’s
migration effort points to a problem many companies are now fac-
ing. Maintaining systems on multiple platforms can become quite
costly and burdensome. Business Wire spoke with Kelly Colohan of
Ancor about this in more detail. As Kelly Colohan indicates—“Since
some application development was performed on the Windows plat-
form in recent years, we were beginning to experience the challenges
of maintaining applications on two different platforms, often requir-
ing two distinct skill sets. Although the business understanding
behind the applications is the same, the individuals working on the
applications are not necessarily able to apply their knowledge on
both platforms.”

Designing a mainframe migration project does require careful plan-
ning and execution. According to some, doing a migration may not
always be very practical. The decision to migrate is on a case by case
basis. In an April 8th 2004 issue of Infoword.com, Dale Vecchio, a
Gartner analyst had this to say about migrating to a Wintel Platform,"Is
Wintel sufficient to perform as well as a mainframe? The answer is yes,
in certain mips [million instructions per second] ranges." Vecchio said
“that for companies with mainframes that have fewer than 500 mips,
moving to a Windows environment can be more cost-effective, but for
those with 1,000 mips, migrating is not practicable.”

As with any IT innovation, there comes a new set of buzzwords.
Mainframe migration is no different. A buzzword you see with main-
frame migrations is the term “lift and shift.” A recent search on
Google already has 500 plus hits with the key phrase “lift and shift
mainframe.” The buzz seems to be catching. Business Wire maga-
zine had a 10/19/04 article making use of this term. The article was
spotlighting a new product by Micro Focus which is called “Early
Adopter Program” (EAP) for Job Control Language. This innovation
“will be able to run IBM Z/OS and VSE JCL batch script on
Windows without the need to convert it to other formats.” According
to the Business Wire article, “Lift and Shift allows customers to
retain the inherent value built into Legacy applications by reusing
critical business code and moving it to contemporary platforms such
as Windows.”

For every article predicting a mainframe skills crisis, there seems to
be another saying that the crisis may not be that bad. One reason for
this is the increased presence of mainframe migration solution
providers. Mainframe migration is rapidly becoming another popular
topic in IT journals. In fact, an organization was recently formed to
support this endeavor. The Mainframe Migration alliance was formed
to help companies migrate mainframe systems over to new technolo-
gies such as Windows servers.

We spoke with Spyros Sakellariadis, Mainframe Migration Alliance
(MMA) Director, Microsoft Corp. While some places will scramble to
train Mainframe workers, others will consider biting the bullet and
migrate their mainframe systems over to more contemporary technolo-
gies. For those considering this option, Spyros Sakellariadis of the
MMA has this to say.
Technical Support Magazine: There has been some press coverage
about an upcoming mainframe skills crisis due to upcoming retire-
ments. Some places will address this problem by training some of their
younger staff on their mainframe technologies. Another approach some
will take is to start migrating their mainframe applications/technolo-
gies over to new ones. I noticed that the MMA has member compa-
nies to help with this effort. For a company just getting started with
doing a mainframe migration, what should a company look for in
selecting a migration vendor?
Spyros Sakellariadis: A mainframe migration is really no different
than any other large development and migration project. You need both
tools and companies with experience, so a company should assess
ISV’s and SI’s that would be critical to its success.

The company needs to inventory its current systems and analyze its
applications. For some mainframe environments, this is particularly
burdensome, as the applications can be very large and convoluted.
Suggest finding an ISV that has tools for analyzing and documenting
the current configurations and components.

The company needs to determine the appropriate target environment
for the migration—for example, what size Windows computers are
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needed in order to match the performance and reliability of the main-
frame application(s) being migrated, and what execution
environments/languages should be used—for example, do they want to
run managed code (.NET) applications, web services, SQL Server,
VB.NET, C#, etc. Suggest working with a systems integrator that knows
their current environment and skills, or contacting Microsoft for advice.

The company needs to assess their reasons for migration, and
thereby determine items such as schedule. For example, if the reason
for migration is that their mainframe has reached capacity, they may
need to move a workload off the mainframe (to free up capacity) very
quickly. If the reason is simply cost, they may want to move more judi-
ciously and piecemeal. An SI with experience in moving workloads off
the mainframe can help them prioritize.

If the company has custom code written in COBOL on the main-
frame, they need to determine whether their needs are best suited by
migrating that COBOL application over to run on Windows, either as a
first step or as the only step. If they want to do that, they should exam-
ine the offerings from Fujitsu Software and Micro Focus.
TSM: What planning measures could a company do initially before
undergoing a major migration project?
SS: The first big step is usually to do a Proof of Concept (POC), where
the company would select a vendor(s) to work with them on migrating
a portion of some application to Windows to determine how well it runs
on that platform. Typically, they would engage with an OEM, e.g.
Unisys, HP or Fujitsu Computer Systems, an ISV, e.g. Micro Focus or
Fujitsu Software, and a systems integrator to develop a POC that would
take a couple of months to complete. At the end of this, they can refine
migration plans, determine what hardware to purchase, etc.
TSM: What could companies do with their legacy source code and
technology to make it more migration friendly?
SS: This really depends upon the migration path and strategy chosen
above. In most cases, the first step is to do a POC (above), which may
indicate what needs to be done. The most important thing to do to the
existing code is to analyze and document it, for which there are numer-
ous ISVs with tools. This way, it can be determined if there are any
obsolete and unused pieces of code, and whether there are ‘outliers,’ for
example, assembler routines embedded within their large COBOL pro-
grams, or small chunks of PL/I, etc.
TSM: There also seems to be a market for tools that "reverse engineer"
legacy source code into a medium that's more user friendly. What
should a company look for in selecting a reverse engineering tool?
SS: Experience. There are several such companies, all of which make
extraordinarily exciting claims about the ability of their tools to under-
stand what the mainframe code is doing and to design new applications
that do the same thing in a better way on the new platform. As with any
vendor, the company should assess the tools in a hands-on manner—
get the vendor to do a Proof of Concept in situ on real code.
TSM: What else could a company do to make their migration project
less of a headache and less of an expense?
SS: If the company has primarily a COBOL application, the simplest
first step is to merely migrate that same application onto the Windows
platform. Fujitsu Software and Micro Focus have great tools for doing
this very quickly and inexpensively. Once that code is running on
Windows and .NET, you can use standard Windows development tools
(Visual Studio) to enhance and supplement/migrate to C#/VB as nec-
essary. A typical such port may involve 2–3 million lines of COBOL
and take about 6–12 months to migrate, most of which time is spent on
cleaning up the ‘outliers’ mentioned above.

CONCLUSION

One thing is certain. We will be hearing more about the main-
frame skills crisis. Companies and government agencies will take
many and varied approaches to this challenging problem. Some of
these include training more IT workers on mainframe technologies,
and migrating more mainframe systems over to newer platforms
and technologies.

In the meantime, mainframe vendors such as IBM will continue to
enhance and adapt their products to change with the times.

As a service to our readers, Technical Support will continue to mon-
itor these developments. We will periodically summarize the latest
news in this arena and interview key experts to help you better prepare
for this unique challenge.

INVITATION TO THE READER

We have but scratched the surface on this dynamic topic. Insights
from you the reader are encouraged and welcomed. Please send your
comments to editor@naspa.com.

Will the mainframe as we know it live to see its 80th birthday?
Only time will tell. If both myself and mainframe technologies are
around forty years from now, I will promise to write a tribute. I won-
der, will people still be debating about the mainframe’s demise? Be
sure to read about it in the 2044 issue of Technical Support Magazine.
See you then.
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